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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
Much has appeared in N. A. C. A. publications on record keeping in connection with inventory control. Possibly not enough
has been published on the other aspect of inventory control —the
application of intelligence to the records thus developed to the
end that definite action toward controlling inventories may be
taken. Records do not control; but they do provide the information without which real control would be impossible. Too often,
however, this important tool of cost control has been developed
as though it were an end in itself rather than a means toward
an end -- control of inventories through intelligence applied to
the information supplied by the material records. The two
articles in this issue of the Bulletin serve to place the emphasis
where it should be—on analysis of material records for the
purpose of control.
The author of our first article, E. P. Dolliver, is an industrial
engineer who received his technical training at Tufts College.
Following his graduation in 1927, Mr. Dolliver spent one year
with the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. as Student Engineer, two years as Foreman with the Hood Rubber Co., and
five vears as Industrial Engineer with the United States Rubber
Co. In 1935 he joined his present company, R. Wallace & Sons,
as Industrial Engineer. He is a member of our New Haven
Chapter and is at present serving as its Director of Publications.
Our second article is by F. W. Kilduff, a well -known authority on inventory control methods, who is a graduate of
New York University and has done special work at Columbia
University and the University of California. During his business career he has been connected with the American Brass
Co., Blaisdell Candy Co., Randolph Clowes Co., General Electric Co., Holt Mfg. Co., and with the public accounting firms
of Arthur Young & Co. and J. Lee Nicholson & Co. He is a
C.P.A. of the States of Indiana and California. He was for
some time Chief Engineer of the Powers Accounting Machine
Corp., and with the merging of this concern with others to
form Remington -Rand, Inc., he transferred his connection to
the new organization. He is the author of Standard Inventory
Manual, Auditing and Accounting Handbook, and Inventory
Practice and Material Control.
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FIN ISH ED GOODS INVENTO RY CONTROL
By E. P. Dolliver, Industrial Engineer,
R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.
Why Inventory Control?
seen wage incentives reduce our labor costs, budget W EaryHAVE
control reduce our overhead costs, and engineering and
closer technical control reduce our material costs. But with these
cost control methods in daily use at our plants, many of us have
succeeded in making the wrong quantities of the wrong merchandise at the wrong time and have found ourselves either unable to give our customers service or in the position of having to
take a substantial obsolescence markdown at the end of the year,
or both.
During the past decade, and more particularly in the last five
years, merchandising methods have assumed streamline proportions. The style factor has had a major influence in this trend.
Together with this, the dealer, whether wholesaler or retailer, has
realized the benefits he can obtain by a more rapid turnover of
stocks and is buying merchandise on a hand -to -mouth basis. All
of this has forced back onto the manufacturer the problem of carrying the load of having the right kinds of merchandise, in the
right quantities, at the right season to meet this sales demand.
While doing all this the manufacturer must maintain a turnover
which will enable him to retain the cost gains he has made by the
lower labor, material and overhead costs obtained through closer
industrial control. Competent authorities have estimated that it
costs from 10 to 20 per cent and even more to carry an inventory.
A reduction of $100,000 in an average inventory of $1,000,000
would result in a saving of $10,000 to $20,000 per year. In any
complete cost reduction program in an industrial plant today we
must consider inventory control as an important part of the work.
What is Demanded of Inventory Control?
It is of primary importance that the inventory be so composed of
the various styles, sizes, patterns and items that go to make up the
line that customers may be served promptly with such quantities
as they order. This service problem has become most acute in
recent years. Dealers are not willing to place orders for their
767
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season's requirements six to eight months in advance of the actual
consuming season, as was the custom in past years. Instead a
small sample line is usually ordered and the order for stock usually
comes along just prior to the actual consumption period. The
manufacturer is expected to, and in fact must, give service if he
is to continue to exist in competitive industry. Service has become an important selling point, for all other things being comparable, the concern with the better service gets the order. In
many instances the concern which does provide its customers with
prompt service on their orders is able to command a higher price
for comparable products. It is the function of good inventory control to see that the merchandise is in the stock room to give this
service.
Secondly, it is vitally important to the manufacturer that he
maintain a fairly uniform load on his productive facilities during
the entire year, ironing out the peaks and valleys of the production
curve insofar as possible. A plant and personnel geared for uniform production requirements can operate more efficiently and
economically than one which works overtime one month and goes
on short time the next. Good inventory control will indicate those
portions of the line which can most safely be manufactured during the low periods in the production cycle so that a production
program can be laid out which will tend toward flattening the
production curve.
A third consideration is obsolescence. In industries where style
is an important factor —and style and color are continuously exerting a greater influence on a product's saleability —the obsolescence
factor is one to be reckoned with. Last year's models or last
season's styles can only be sold at a markdown which is sufficiently
low to make them attractive, and the longer the goods are carried
over the greater that markdown must be. A considerable loss
is sustained each year by industry through obsolescence.
Inventory control spotlights these items in the line so that timely
executive and sales action can forestall and often prevent costly
losses which are inevitable if such action is delayed.

Some of the Fundamentals of Inventory Control
1. Analysis of inventory and simplification of line
2. Periodic sales and inventory report for executives
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3. Master production schedules
4. Stock ledger
5. Economic batch sizes
Analysis of Inventory and Simplification of Line
One of the first jobs to be done in setting up an inventory control plan is to make a complete analysis of the sales and inventory on each unit which goes into the make -up of the line. As
an illustrative example a line of cutlery will be subjected to this
analysis.
A complete listing of the inventory is made by units, showing
the quantities sold for preceding periods, the number of orders
in the course of the year and the end -of -year inventory. This
inventory is further broken down into active, slow moving and
obsolete classifications. In cases where there is a wide difference
in costs between items in the group being analyzed, it is desirable
to cost the units and carry the analysis on a dollar as well as
a unit basis.
ANALYSIS OF INVENTORY

Description

Frequency
of Dozens
Dozens Sold
Or- Invenders Tory
1935 1936 1937 1937 B.O.Y. Active

19356 Dessert Knife . .
19357 Dessert Knife ..

194 443 778
135 373 285
13
19358 Grill Knife .....
19401 Medium Knife..
5 15
5
19402 Medium Knift .. 620 364 185
19403 Child's Knife.... 113 217 53
19404 Infant's Knife...
27
27
0
19406 Breakfast Knife.
34 28
3
19408 Steak Knife .... 282 91 95
19409 Steak Fork .... 290 100 99
19410 Lge. Carv. Knife
25 31 53
19411 Lge. Carv. Fork.
28 27 55
19412 Lge. Carv. Steels
17 11 27
20025 Medium Knife.. 4,963 4,386 5,942
20026 Dessert Knife .. 4,513 1,798 3,362
20027 Breakfast Knife. 181 121 113
20028 Grill Knife . . . . 955 1,095 850
32001 Dessert Knife .. 931 743 200
33001 Medium Knife.. 2,992 2,270 957
35001 Medium Knife.. 1,450 912 5,960
35002 Grill Knife ..... 10 200 1,834
35003 Child Knife .... 150 300 1,640

12
2
0
1
18
4
1
1
13
15
12
12
2
30
30
6
12
2
6
24
12
12

508
311
60
25
192
106
35
178
65
63
31
35
40
300
298
95
306
75
768
412
300
220

Slow
Moving

Obsolete

311

...

508

...
...
192

...
...
...
...
...
300
298
95
306
412
300
220

...
...

60
25

106

...

...

35
178

65
63
31
35
40

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...
...
...

75
768

...

651 1,141
2,631
59.4% 14.9% 25.7%
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The tabulation on Page 769 shows that 59.4 per cent of the
inventory is active, 14.9 per cent is slow moving and 25.7 per cent
is obsolete. Obviously the first indication of this analysis is that
action must be taken with the 25.7 per cent of the inventory that
is obsolete. One very satisfactory way of handling this is to
prepare a sales schedule in conjunction with the sales department
and set up a monthly report to management showing the progress
that has been made toward its disposal. The following is an example of this report:
SALES PROGRESS REPORT OF OBSOLETE MERCHANDISE
FEBRUARY 1 T o FEBRUARY 28 INCL.
CLA SSI FICATION— CUTLERY

Item

19358 Grill Knife . . . . . . . . . . . .
19401 Med ium Kn ife .. ... ... ...

1 9 4 0 4 Infa nt's Knife . . . . . . . . . . .
19406 Breakfast Knife ..........

32001 Dessert Knife . . . . . . . . . . .
33001 Med ium Kn ife .. ... ... ...

Total
Inventory
1/1/37
(Dozens)

Forecast
Sates
to Date
(Dozens)

60

10

25

10

35
178
75
768

Period
Sales

2
3

Year to
Date
Sales

6

12
45
5
100

1
0
15
40

5
1
20
15
68

182

61

115

Attention is now directed to the active and slow - moving items
with a view toward simplification of the line and determination
of a stock carrying policy. The sales department viewpoint is
essential to this part of the program. The line must be reviewed
item by item. A few of the conclusions which might result are
as follows:
19356 Dessert Knife— active seller— listed in current price lists
— requires 6 weeks to manufacture —is a staple likely
to be in the line for some time — inventory appears too
high for volume of sales— suggest placing minimutn
stock limit of 100 dozen, maximum of 300 dozen as
two important accounts require 150 to 200 dozen per
order - -other orders are small.
19357 Dessert Knife — essentially a special item for two accounts —one purchase made by each in March and
second in October or November -- customer will accept
part shipment and usually place order five to six weeks
in advance of needs. This item placed on a make -to770
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order basis plus a minimum inventory of 50 dozen
at all times.
19402 Medium Knife —a moderately active pattern with relatively small sales volume —item 20025 was put into line
to replace 19402 eventually — apparently some accounts
were never shifted over — decided to continue item for
balance of year inasmuch as it was listed in the current price lists, but manufacture no further quantities
and plan to drop from line at the end of the year.
19403 Child's Knife— listed in price list but apparently overlooked by salesmen in displaying their lines — should
be an active seller —sales department to endeavor to
stimulate sales activity —item to be watched closely
and to be either placed in active group or discontinued
at the end of the year.
19408 Steak Knife — listed as an active item although sales volume small —must be included to round out the line —
set stock limit minimum at 10 dozen — remake in 35
dozen batches which is the economic batch size for
this item.
These are some of the points which may come up in reviewing
the line. A careful review of the entire line at least once, and
preferably twice, a year will disclose many points which need attention. In this respect an inventory is like a machine —it needs
systematic and periodic inspection to insure maximum operating
efficiency.
Simplification of the line is an extremely important consideration. It is very easy to keep adding items to a line without
too much thought as to how they will ultimately affect the line.
Very frequently it has been found that the addition of a fourth
item to three already in a line group only results in splitting the
sales four ways instead of three with no total increase in sales but
a decided increase in inventory. If the new item is needed it
should replace one already in the particular line group, with plans
formulated to systematically reduce the stock on the item closed
out as quickly as possible before the words "job lot" or "close -out"
make it a target for "price chiselling." Once a simplification program is established and the number of items in each commodity
771
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or line group determined, it is relatively easy to control inventories for good customer service and reasonable turnover.
Periodic Sales and Inventory Report for Executives
Management has been accustomed to thinking of sales in terms
of total dollars and by dollars for various commodity classifications. It is true that dollars do give a measure of activity and it
is a language universally understood, but sales dollars are not
usually coupled with the inventory value of the commodity group
from which the sales were made. The fact that 80 per cent of the
sales may have been made on 50 per cent of the inventory usually
does not come to light until much later, if ever. It seems desirable, therefore, to call periodically to the attention of management,
principally executives and sales divisions heads, just what the sales to- inventory situation really is. From stock records it is relatively
easy to obtain this data in units and a report can be drawn up that
will command the attention of those in management who are in a
position to prescribe the corrective action necessary to obtain the
most satisfactory results. A typical report on sales and inventory is shown below:
SALE S — IN VE NT OR Y R E P O R T
MONTH AND PERIOD ENDING FEBRUARY, 1938
COMMODITY — CUTLERY
Sales
Last
Year

Estimate
This
Year

Sales
This
Month

Dessert Knife .....
Dessert Knife .....

778
285

800
285

50
0

Total 19000 Line.......
20025 Medium Knife .....
20026 Dessert Knife .....

1,063

1,085

50

75

744

0

6,500
3,500

460
200

1,050
475

195
100

500
250

Total 20000 Line........ 9,307 10,000

660

1,525

295

750

Item

19356
19357

5,942
3,365

Sales Inventory
Year Finished
1.
to Date Goods
Process

75
0

433
311

0
0

etc., etc.
In conjunction with this report, the inventory control department usually indicates in a letter of transmittal those items which
are not moving in accordance with sales estimates, pointing out
those items on which the sales are slowing down and making
specific recommendations to management. The inevitable result
of this procedure is that timely action is taken on the slow movers
or erratic items before excessive markdowns are necessary to move
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the stocks. Also, in those organizations where the sales department places the manufacturing orders, there is reason to feel that
a tabular report of this nature is conducive to a more concentrated
sales effort on the items which appear to be overstocked and there
is less inclination to place a large manufacturing order on an item
which is not selling at the particular time.
On lines where the style factor is of paramount importance and
the consuming season relatively short, such as sport clothing, bathing shoes, etc., a report of sales and inventory is compiled each
week. In organizations where it has been used, this has resulted
in ending the year with practically no carry-over, whereas without this information in previous years it was customary to have
a considerable carry -over which would not return 50 cents on the
dollar when finally closed out.
When this report is used it has been found that the sales department does a better selling job on the entire line rather than on a
few selected items in the line, for the report shows up those items
on which the sales are not commensurate with the amount of
inventory carried on them. A few queries of "why" to the sales
manager by the executives who receive this report usually result
in stimulating the desired action.
Experience in many industries has shown that the sales- inventory report plays an important part in an inventory control program. It sets down in a clear -cut, understandable manner what is
happening with respect to both sales and inventory. At the same
time, it focuses attention on those items which need corrective
action. While it is frequently difficult to get sales executives
started in the use of this report, it is not very long before it is one
of the accepted tools of their trade. They really like it and effectively use it.
Master Production Schedules
The master schedule or forecast of production to meet sales requirements is the road map which guides us to the attainment of
the goals of inventory control, which are better customer service,
better turnover and a more uniform month -to -month production
curve.
The mechanics of setting up a master schedule are relatively
simple. A sales estimate is secured from the sales department for
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each commodity line or group in units. The total of the units estimated for the various groups extended by the sales value for the
items should check with the total dollar sales volume anticipated.
These estimates are broken down further into monthly forecasts
for each commodity group. Through a study of previous sales
trends for each of the commodity groups, it is possible to determine
fairly accurately the relation that the sales of any one month bear
to the sales of other months. This study will disclose the seasonal
demand for each of the commodity classifications and provide the
basis for the production forecast. In setting the production to
meet the sales requirements, it is desirable from a manufacturing standpoint to divide the unit sales expectancy into twelve equal
portions and manufacture one of those portions each month. From
a turnover standpoint, it is desirable to manufacture just as near
to the consuming season as possible.
Some industries are fortunate in havi ng commodity lines that

have sales peaks occurring in different seasons of the year. Others,
less fortunate in this respect, must arrange to manufacture their
more staple items as a fill -in to their hazardous style and novelty
items which should be manufactured just as near to the consuming
season as possible.
For purposes of illustration, we will assume that a concern
manufactures three commodity lines:
Line A —sales forecast
Line B— "
Line C— "

30,000 dozens
125,000 "
50,000 "

A study of the monthly sales trends of these lines for the previous
five years shows that the average monthly variation is:
LINE

A

LINE

B

LINE

Per Cen t o f Total Ye ar
0
8
2
8
9
3
( 25)
( 5)

5
Jan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Feb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar ................ 6
1 Qtr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (16)
7
Apr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
June ............... 8
38)
2 Qtr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � 22)
6 Mos .
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10
20
25
(55)
(60)

9
9
8
(26)
(51)
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LINE A

LINE B
LINE C
Per Cent of Total Year
July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
20
8
Aug . ............... 15
15
8
Se8tr
t . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35)
15
5
8
3
(40)
24)

M)

9 Mos . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Dec. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
4th Qtr.
(27)
Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 1 0 0 )

(100)
0
0
0
(0)
(100)

R)

10
8
7
(25)
(1100)

The monthly variation percentages applied to the sales forecasts
would give us the following information:
LINE A
Jan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Feb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Apr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aug . ................
Sept. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nov . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dec.
.

1,500
1,500
1,800
2,100
2,100
2,400
1,500
4,500
4,500
3,000
3,000
2,100

LINE B
LINE C
Unit - Dozens
4,000
2,500
4,000
3,750
4,500
12,500
4,500
25,000
4,500
31,250
4,000
25,000
4,000
18,750
4,000
6,250
4,000
0
5,000
0
4,000
0
3,500

TOTAL
5,500
8,000
10,050
19,100
31,600
37,650
30,500
27,250
14,750
8,000
7,000
5,600

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000
125,000
50,000
205,000
From this breakdown it is apparent that Line B has a highly
concentrated sales demand, 75 per cent of the sales occurring in
four months. A line of this nature is often one which is composed of style or novelty items to a large extent, and an expression
of consumer demand is necessary to determine just which items in
the line are "going over." It is imperative, therefore, that this
line be manufactured during or just as near to the consuming
season as possible. Line A peaks up moderately in the third quarter and line C is reasonably staple. With this information at hand,
the production forecast can be set up. We will assume that our
starting inventories are:
Line A
10,000 dozens
Line B
25,000 dozens
Line C
15,000 dozens

TOTAL

50,000 dozens
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It is assumed that we will aim for an end -of -year inventory of
40,000 dozens which would mean that our production forecast
will be 10,000 dozen less than our sales forecast, or 195,000 dozen.
In order to keep a uniform load in the plant, it will be assumed that
we will manufacture 16,250 dozen per month. Combining this
with our total sales forecast into the master schedule will give us
the following:

16,250
16,250
16,250

5,500
8,000
10,050

END OF MONTH
INVENTORY
50,000
60,750
69,000
75,200

16,250
16,250
16,250

19,100
31,600
37,650

72,350
57,000
35,600

16,250
16,250
16,250

30,500
27,250
14,750

21,350
10,350
11,850

16,250
16,250
16,250

8 000
7,000
5,600

20,100
29,350
40,000

195,000

205,000

PRODUCTION

SALES

Unit - Dozens
Ja n
Feb
Ma r

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

............
............
............
Ap r
Ma y ............
Ju ne ............
............
Ju ly
Au g ............
Sept ............
............
Oct
Nov ............
Dec ............
............
Tota l
..........

......
From the total unit master schedule the individual schedules
for each line are built up.
PRODUCTION
LINE A

LINE B

LINE C

TOTAL

2,000
2,000
2,000

16,250
16,250
16,250

LINE C

TOTAL

4,000
4,000
4,500

5,500
8,000
10,050

Dozens
.

.

Ja n
Fe b ................
Ma r., ................
etc. . . . . . . . . . . .

250
1,000
1,000

14,000
13,250
13,250

SAL ES
LINE A

LINE B

Dozens
.

.

Ja n
Fe b ................
................
Ma r., etc.
...........

1,500
1,500
1,800

....
2,500
3,750

INVENT ORY END OF MONT H
LINE A

LINE B

LINE C

TOTAL

15,000
13,000
11,000
8,500

50,000
60,750
69,000
75,200

Dozens
................

.

.

.

.

Dec
Ja n
Feb
Ma r

................
................
................

10,000
8,750
8,250
7,450

25,000
39,000
49,750
59,250
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Usually it is not possible to work out in practice a uniform production forecast that will fit the inventory requirements necessary to service sales without charting a hazardous course. In
practice, a happy medium is struck between the ideal uniform
production curve and one which gives the best turnover ratio, bearing in mind that it is far safer to manufacture staple merchandise
far in advance of its actual consumption than it is to pursue this
policy with style or novelty merchandise. Many manufacturers
find it advantageous to refuse to manufacture novelty lines after
a certain date, knowing full well that before the goods can be
manufactured and gotten into the market, the consumer demand
for them will have ceased. It is sometimes better to pass up some
business than to have a carry-over of merchandise that will necessitate a heavy markdown to liquidate it.
The master schedule is usually expanded to show the following:
PRODUCTION
Number of working days in period
Rate of production per day
Total units produced for month
SALES
To jobbers
To mail order houses
To consignment accounts
To retailers and department stores
To export
INVENTORY
Total end of month
Service, i.e., estimated quantities required to
service sales for a given period
Moving total turnover ratio
In order to keep the master schedule abreast of actual conditions
as they unfold, the actual production, sales and inventory figures
are posted to the master schedule as they become available and periodically the master schedule is revised taking current information
into consideration. In this way the master schedule becomes a valuable guide in setting up the manufacturing program. The monthly
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comparison with actuals shows immediately whether future plans
should be altered in the light of current performance.
The Stock Ledger
A complete, well arranged and well kept stock ledger is a valuable part of an inventory control program. The basis of much of
the data used in the control of inventories originates in the stock
ledger. A well ordered stock ledger should provide for such information as bookings, shipments, balance of stock, stock on order,
also ordering point, economic making batch, estimated sales for
year, cost value of unit, sales of past 4 or 5 years, returns, cancellations, etc.
Stock ledger operation should not be made too automatic. When
items reach the ordering point, it is well to include on the reorder
such information as bookings for year -to -date, stock on hand,
stock on order or in process, sales estimate for year and economic
batch size. This information should be carefully reviewed by the
executive who approves the stock order. The executive who passes
on stock should be thoroughly conversant with plans of the sales
department. He should know what items are on their way out,
which are really going over, etc., for the economic quantity to
manufacture at one time depends largely on the quantity to be
sold during a year and the adherence to stock book "ordering
quantities" without this constant review, is very often responsible for building inventory inconsistent with actual needs.
Economic Batch Sizes
The economic batch size is frequently not given sufficient consideration in placing manufacturing orders. Guesswork rather
than scientific methods have too often been employed to determine
the manufacturing quantities.
There are many economic batch size formulas in use and a fairly
complete treatise on this subject may be found in an article entitled "Inventory Control" by H. P. Dutton, which appeared in the
Plant Operation Library of Factory Management and Maintenance, August 1935.
Conclusion
An endeavor has been made in this paper to bring out the high
lights in the setup and method of operation of inventory control.
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There is no one cut and dried procedure applicable to each and
every problem. However, a technique for each problem can be developed using the fundamentals outlined herein as a basis or starting point. The costs of operating an inventory control plan are
not excessive; more often than not a concern pays for inventory
control but does not get it because the trouble has never been taken
to make the proper presentation from records and data already
being compiled in the company.
Proper inventory control does have a direct bearing on costs
for it helps to protect the cost advantages that have been built up
through labor, material and overhead controls in common use in
most plants.

SO ME ASPECTS O F I NVEN TO RY CONTROL
By F. W. Kilduff,
Remington -Rand, Inc., New York, N. Y.
T HE Fa l l of 1932 there appeared in the Saturday Everting
INPost
a serial article called "King Cotton Carries On." This
article was written by Jesse Rainsford Sprague. In the concluding article appeared the following extract:
When some future author writes a business history of America he will
devote a long chapter to the radical business experiments that took place
during the 1920's. One of the most popular of these was hand -to -mouth
buying. It seemed that thousands of retail merchants all over the
country simultaneously decided that the way to make money was to
carry the smallest possible stocks of merchandise and have the quickest
possible turnover. The idea was not confined to retail merchants. One
day a man named Bob Steele, head of a big Midwestern wholesale
dry-goods house, came into my office to buy ginghams, which were then
in active demand. He was waited on by Henry Drew, who took his
order for 100 cases, which amounted in money to around $35,000. I
happened to pass Henry's desk as the transaction was being completed
and Steele called to me, at the same time pulling a sheet of paper out
of his pocket on which was typed the names of forty or fifty different
retail dry -goods dealers throughout the Mississippi Valley.
He explained that his salesmen had been out and taken orders from
these retailers, and he wanted the merchandise shipped to them direct
from the mill. I asked him if he was not buying anything for his
own stock.
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"Why, no," he answered. "Why should I load up with a lot of merchandise and have the trouble and expense of shipping it out in little
dabs to dealers, when the mill can just as well do it for me ?"
I looked at his list and saw that most of the shipments he wanted the
mill to make were in one and two case lots, and in some instances the
orders called for half cases only. I had known Steele a long time, as
well as his father, who founded the business, and felt I could risk
some plain speech.
"All right, Bob," I said, "we'll accept your order this way if you
insist on it, though a cotton mill really isn't supposed to do such things.
But tell me. You aren't getting out of the wholesale business, are you ?"
He answered of course not. Why did I ask?
"Just because," I said, "You don't seem to want to perform any of a
wholesaler's functions. You say you don't intend to load up with a lot
of merchandise. Apparently you expect to do business by sending your
salesmen out to take orders for goods you haven't got in stock. When
you get the orders you turn them over to a mill to be shipped. You
don't even see the merchandise you sell. When you do business that
way you aren't a wholesaler at all. You're just a commission merchant."
My arguments seemed to fall on barren ground.
"It's the new way of doing business," Bob said firmly. "Controlled
inventories. Quick turnover. Scientific merchandising."
Ma ybe Bob i s r i gh t . Bu t I d ou b t i t . Th er e is much evidence
in s up port of th e fact th at j us t s uch an a tt it ud e a dd ed mat er ia ll y
to our business ills during the past several years.

Material Control and Material Accounting
The important subject covered by this paper is inventory control.
This term, broad in scope, adequately expresses what American
business has been vainly attempting to secure for a long period of
time. Now, for a g ood m a n y ye a r s I h a ve followed this subject
very closely. I ha ve r ea d man y ar ti cle s; a nd I ha ve l is t en ed t o a
numbe r of so-called authori ties or those professing t o be authorities. But a ll t hat I ha ve h eard or read per tain s not to the sub ject
of inventory control — although su ch t er m has been employed as
an introducti on to the papers or discussions —but ins te ad to d etailed expositions of material accounting systems and methods. I
maintain there is a sharp distin ction betwe en system a nd control,
although the former, if properly designed and executed, is of great
help and in many cases a vital necessity to proper control. All of
us have hear d one ti me or an other th e following expr essions:
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B.
C.
D.
E.

Stores Control System
Material Control System
Stock Control System
Merchandise Control System

The mention of any of these expressions generally brings to
mind, first, some form generally known as a material or stores
ledger on which appears a record of all transactions having to do
with the past movements and present status of the various items
of material; and, on second thought, the necessary paper and flow
of such paper through the various channels of the organization.
These titles mentioned above imply impersonal matters — forms,
systems, procedures; they imply the tools for doing something,
but not the actual doing. The very titles themselves set restrictive limits, and all because the personal element is relegated to a
position of minor importance.
Evolution of Material Control Systems
Let us look for a moment at the evolution of what, for discussion
purposes, we may call a material control system. Please observe
that I am not using the expression "inventory control' at this
point. The first record from which the present material ledger
form (the pivotal point of any material record system) evolved
as a bin tag. As material was placed in the bin and taken out, a
record was presumably made on such tag for the purpose of showing the quantity in the bin still available for issue.
This record then developed into a bound day -book, which was
kept in the office of the storekeeper and in which entries were made
as materials were received and issued. This was a cumbersome and
inelastic thing in itself, and the next move was toward the use of
a simple card -form, one card for each item of material in stock.
It was natural that if cards were acceptable, loose -leaf
methods were acceptable and thus we see the adoption of the loose leaf together with the card.
This is nothing new. We all know of this evolution. But the
fact remains that the time came when someone discovered that
these material ledger cards or sheets showed balances of material
on hand which, in a great majority of instances, actually agreed
with the quantity of physical material in the storerooms. The next
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move was to show, in addition to quantity balances, dollar balances.
Accordingly, there evolved the idea that these records, properly
employed, would make unnecessary the usual yearly or half - yearly
physical inventory, and the term "perpetual inventory" was
brought into the picture. A literal interpretation of this title would
mean an inventory which goes on in perpetuity. The better name,
of course, would have been "continuous inventory record" or
"record of inventory."
Because of the entry of this country into mass production, there
developed various kinds of material forms and procedures in connection with the use and flow of such forms, all having to do with
material movement. And, of course, in such procedures it was
necessary that all material paper should at some time in its course
pass over the material ledgers for recording.
The result has been that there has now been developed in many
concerns a record of material movement which is very accurate
and in accordance with facts. All receipts are duly entered, all
issues recorded, and the balance per the record (through periodic
inspection and check) is in quantity agreement with the physical
material itself. In other words, through gradual development many
concerns have a material record which may be said to be a true picture of the status of each material in stock and an accurate history
of all movements of these same materials.
To be sure, if the picture is an accurate one, the operations, procedures and routine necessary for creating that picture must be accurate and dependable also. Having secured these results, a very
large number of business organizations in this country today have
satisfied themselves that they have inventory control. Well, they
may be satisfied but they haven't inventory control. All they have
is a material record system. They have very fine records but little,
if any, control.
Control and Intelligence
If you look up the definition of the word "control" you will find
that it means the act of controlling, the act of restraining or directing influence, the act of regulating. An inanimate object cannot of itself exercise control, that is, in the final analysis. Control implies someone, that is, a person, to perform the act of controlling, restraining, directing or regulating. Further, anyone
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capable of taking the proper action must have intelligence, and that
is the ability to exercise the higher mental functions. Therefore,
it gets down to this: Inventory control is a ma tter of intelligence and not a matter of any form, system, or routine.
But this intelligence alone is not sufficient; it must be aided by
means of the proper tools. A well planned, conceived and operated material record system is such a tool, and can be made to be
invaluable in helping such intelligence toward the solution of controlling inventory, which has for its object the following:
1. Placing the accountability for material with the proper person
or persons and releasing such accountability only through
the correct routine and channels.
2. Keeping the investment in inventories down to the lowest
minimum point consistent with production and sales requirements.
3. Preventing interruptions to production schedules and sales
programs as a result of shortages of materials and merchandise.
4. Preventing (if possible) and minimizing losses due to physical depreciation and obsolescence of materials and merchandise.
5. Keeping working capital in a more liquid condition.
A Case in Point
Recently I was asked to give my opinion with respect to a certain
inventory situation. I first visited the storerooms and found them
to be in very fine shape. Most of the material was neatly trayed
and the trays were placed in steel bins and racks; all material was
properly identified; the bins were numbered, the sections were
numbered and the aisles were lettered. Many materials were
"bagged" for easy issue. Access to materials was restricted to
authorized and bonded employees only. All in all, it was a splendid example of good storekeeping.
I next looked at their material ledgers. They were well kept;
the postings were up to date; everything seemed to be done in
orderly fashion. At random I selected a few items of material,
jotted down the quantity of each as shown on the ledgers, and returning to the storeroom found that the physical counts agreed
with the respective book balances of the items selected for test.
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Apparently the material ledgers were a true picture of the quantities of the material on hand.
But I went a step further. Using average monthly consumption in dollars as the denominator and average inventory on hand
as the numerator, I discovered the startling fact that there was an
average of eight months' supply of material on hand. Inquiry
brought out the fact that material known as standard could be obtained in quantities desired within the period of two to three weeks;
and further, that in the instance of the comparatively small number of special materials carried, one month's time was the maximum time to replenish. Obviously, the inventory was excessive.
And I went a step further by bringing the matter down to certain
individual items. Some showed as much as a three -year supply on
hand.
This particular concern was carrying about $2,000,000 in cash
and their treasurer was getting a salary of $20,000 a year. The
value of the inventory approximated $4,000,000 and the man responsible for that inventory (responsible as to its physical accountability only, for that was the only responsibility I could
locate) was receiving a salary of $32.50 per week. Understand
that the latter was meeting his responsibility in good shape, doing
his work in an A -1 fashion. But the fact remains that from an
inventory control standpoint there was no such thing.
Some Pertinent Questions
I answered the inquiry of one of the officials as to the reason
for this condition with the following questions:
Have you one or more qualified employees in your organization
constantly studying material movements:
a. To see if each item is getting a sufficient turnover?
b. To see what items are overstocked?
c. To see what items are understocked ?
d. To locate slow movers?
e. To determine if material is over at one location and short
at another?
f. To set proper minimum, maximum, and ordering quantities
and to change these respective quantities up or down as the
occasion demands, because these factors are not constants.
They are variables.
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g. To determine if the factor of safety in setting minimum
limits is too high.
h. To determine if the replenishing periods may be shortened,
thus allowing minimum points to be lowered.
i. To determine what overstocked material, if any, may be substituted for proposed new products and if the engineering
department has been advised of the overstocked items.
j. To receive advance copies of proposed sales, production or
maintenance schedules so that demands for material will be
met on time and without delay.
k. Does this representative know at what periods inventories
should be built up and at what periods they should be scaled
down?
1. Have you placed at the disposal of this employee the type
of equipment and material record best suited for control purposes ?
In other words, have you someone in your employ equipped with
all the necessary facts regarding the procuring, maintaining and
disposal of inventory to permit him to regulate such inventory in
accordance with present and future demands; and has he the
necessary authority to take (and get) action when it is needed?
His answers to the above questions were all in the negative. The
particular organization mentioned here has an excellent stores
department and a splendid material record system, but no semblance of inventory control. There is a difference and a big difference!
As with most concerns, they have been so busy making records
and trying to keep them up -to -date that they have entirely overlooked the fact that such records are but a means to an end.

An Analogy
Let us take an analogy outside the realm of business —to most
of us. Golf, for example. Recording the number of strokes taken
for each hole and the total for all eighteen will not in itself make
for improvement. But the matching up or comparing the strokes
taken on each hole with par (or the number of strokes which
should be taken in ideal play) will soon disclose exactly how proficient the player is. It will tell of a condition which needs cor-
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rection if the player wishes to place himself in a class known as
"good." And this condition can be corrected by practice. Only
through practice may improvement be expected. Playing itself
will not bring about the perfection or attempt at the perfection
desired.
The very reason that we have one Bobby Jones, a few Hagens
and Sarazens, a small number of fairly good players, and the present vast number of dub golfers is because of failure of the latter
to practice or to put into practice any corrective methods. Although the very scores which the latter class make, point conclusively to the fact that they play poorly, it is the exceptional
case when anything is done about it.
And getting back to material records: The recording of each
and every transaction affecting the movement of material by itself
will not bring about any corrective action in connection with controlling the inventory. Only by matching up such recording with
certain standards, plus auxiliary and supplementary data is it possible to determine whether or not corrective action is necessary.
And whether or not any action is taken after such knowledge is
made available is another matter.
As I see it, material control involves three processes:
1. Keeping of complete, accurate and up -to -date records of
material movements.
2. Comparing such recorded information periodically with currently accepted standards and supplementary data.
3. As a result of such comparison, putting into operation immediately such corrective actions as will bring the inventory
to the desired relationship with the standards set.
Comparison Between Receivables and Material Records
There is an analogy between the control of accounts receivable and inventory control. In any well operated collection department of an organization you will find employees whose duties
are to review constantly the receivable ledger cards. These employees do no posting of various debits or credits to the accounts;
they do no clerical work in connection with the balancing of these
accounts. Their main function is to keep the accounts in a healthy
condition and to convert these same accounts into cash as quickly
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as possible. The ledger sheet or card itself tells the story so
far as the particular account is concerned. It is a picture of all
transactions affecting such account over the period indicated on
the account.
The collection man sees at a glance those accounts which need
attention; whether or not the balance of an account is slowly working its way up to the credit limit; what collection letters have
already gone forward and the result of such collection letters.
By constantly reviewing an account and taking action when comparisons with standards and supplementary data show the account to be in need of correction, a good collection man should
be able to keep such accounts in proper condition. As stated
above, the purpose of the collection man is to turn receivables into
cash, and if not eliminating, at least minimizing losses from bad
accounts. Further, the collection man must keep his receivables
in the proper relationship with charge sales.
Inventory control also has for its objective the keeping of the
investment in inventory in a certain relationship with sales, the
conversion of the inventory into cash as soon as possible and if
not the elimination, at least the minimizing of losses through
obsolescence, depreciation and other cost factors resulting from an
excessive inventory.
It is an unfortunate condition, however, with respect to inventory that practically all effort seems to be given to the accounting
functions which have to do with the recording of material movements, whereas no noticeable effort is expended, separate and distinct from the work of recording, toward first reviewing the inventory for the purpose of originating corrective action, and subsequently, keeping the inventory in normal relationship urith
maintenance, production and sales requirements. If, in the case
of accounts receivable, there is one group performing the clerical
work of posting and a separate group functioning for the purpose of controlling such receivables, then certainly it would seem
logical that there should be a like division of functions in connection with material records.
Hand-to -Mouth Buying
In my opinion one of the contributory factors to the present
unsatisfactory business condition is that of hand -to -mouth buying.
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In most instances it has been an extremely crude attempt to keep
inventories at a low level. It properly falls within what is known
as the "hunch and hope" method. It is an unscientific method, one
without a foundation of facts.
True, hand-to -mouth buying was thrown to the winds temporarily in the early part of 1937 when commodity prices took a
general bounce upward. Now with the lapse of over a year, we
have seen the results of such speculative purchasing. Nevertheless,
with the exception of a short period of such type of speculating
in commodities, the general purchasing policy has been and still
continues to remain for a good many industries, a hand -to -mouth
affair.
Hand -to -mouth buying has resulted in excessive manufacturing
and distributing costs; it has resulted in incomplete lines with resultant losses of sales; it has given the customer little opportunity
for proper selection and if the customer is in any way particular,
a sale is lost; it has caused an increased expense in accounting.
True, it has increased the number of turnovers; but after all, are
we in business to create turnovers or to make profit? I mention
hand -to -mouth buying for the simple reason that in the minds of a
great many executives they believe that through its adoption they
have effected real control of inventories.
But unfortunately the craze for turnover has in many instances
brought about results just the opposite to those intended. This
is due to a misunderstanding that turnover is synonymous with
volume. So much has been written on the subject of turnover
that many business men are greatly confused. As a result many
seem to be more interested in a percentage figure than in profits.
A little thought and a few mathematical calculations, however,
will demonstrate that a merchant may make ten turnovers a year
and yet not make one -half as much profit as another who is turning his stock only five times. After all, profit depends primarily
on volume. The merchant making a slow turnover may,
however, be turning over a stock three or four times as large as
the first merchant. Volume and inventories are the two determining factors of turnover. Turnover may be increased in three ways:
(a) by leaving sales at present level and decreasing inventory carried, (b) by increasing sales and maintaining present inventory, or
(c) by increasing sales and reducing inventory. In the first case,
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you increase turnover and increase profits slightly; in the second
and third cases, you increase both turnover and profit. It all depends upon whether one is more interested in percentages or profits.
At the same time, bear in mind that an inventory shaved down to
too fine a point brings about lessening of profit through higher prices
in fractional buying and loss of sales through incomplete stocks.
If space permitted, I could illustrate many concrete instances
where the adoption and use of percentages has been proved a
decided fallacy.
Selection of Personnel
As stated above, the real answer to the inventory control is manpower, not record - power; the former is primary, the latter secondary. Results obtained from good tools in the hands of incompetent people cannot be expected to be the best; therefore, select
the right man to control the inventory. Among other things, select
a man with imagination, a man whose mind is capable of translating matters of static nature into a dynamic picture, a man with
judgment.
Don't burden him with a lot of clerical details. Don't ask him
to become a posting clerk. Don't let an inadequate salary be the
governing factor in selecting the right man for the job. Don't
use the office boy for the job and expect to get the results desired.
Selection of Record
The selection of the proper material record, its housing, the
necessary operations in connection with its use, and whether or
not posting to it should be a hand or machine job, or a combination
of the two, is not a matter for hasty decision. First, the speed
of posting to such a record should not be the deciding factor in
this selection. While an important factor, in my opinion it should
be secondary. Speaking from my experience, I find, unfortunately, that this factor is generally the deciding factor. While
an important one, speed in posting should be subsidiary to the
factor of control. Even the cost of posting, the cost of operating
the ledgers, or the cost of the entire material system, may be of
secondary importance.
The matter of selection, as I see it, is a mathematical one: Add
to the savings effected (through control) in reducing fixed and
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other charges arising from excessive inventory investment, the
amount of reduction or elimination of inventory losses, and deduct the cost of operating the material system. It is quite obvious
that a method operating at double the cost of another method may
be the proper one to select and use if, through the employment of
such a method, the savings to be effected not only pay for the
difference in operating costs, but the balance of savings remaining exceeds the savings under the less expensive plan.
Select the method primarily from the angle of control and the
savings that such control will bring about. Select that material
record which will conserve the time of the inventory controller.
Select the one that will flash the status of the material the quickest. The good surgeon deserves the best instruments to perform
the operation properly; the good golf player deserves the best
clubs to play his best game; certainly also, the one to control the
inventory should be supplied with that equipment and method
which will allow him to operate most effectively.
Example of Control
In a building far removed from most of its system, one of the
New York subway organizations has what is known as a control
room. On one wall, possibly 30 feet long and 9 feet high is a
replica, in miniature, of all lines making up this particular system
of transportation.
The position of every train is indicated on this miniature plan by
a light; as the train moves from one location to another, the small
light likewise moves. As each station, tunnel, etc. is indicated on
this plan, and everything is to scale, one sees at a glance the position of any train with respect to such locations or the position
of one train to another. The observer witnesses a series of moving lights— flashes of information.
Before this picture of train movements sit three men. They are
not there for the purpose of sitting. They are there for the purpose of taking proper action when a situation demands it. When
things are running smoothly, there is necessarily not a great deal
to do; but the instant (not half a minute, nor a minute, nor five
minutes, nor an hour, but an instant) a certain condition flashes
before their eyes they go into action. Pressing this button flashes
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a signal to a train to skip one, two or more stations to catch its
schedule again; pressure on that button flashes a signal to the
motorman to bring his train to a stop and telephone for instructions; the pressure of another button sets into operation gigantic
fans located in tunnels for the purpose of exhausting any smoke
caused through short- circuited fires; the pressure of another button
exhausts smoke from another entrance to the tunnel. Any one,
any combination, or all of these actions are taken as a result
of a vivid picture placed before the control operators for the
purpose of giving them second -to- second information as to the operation of the system.
These particular gentlemen in the control room are not busy
making out compilations of figures on train movements; they
are not there for the purpose of resting up for the evening's work;
they are there for the purpose of controlling situations to the end
that train movements may flow through the system, giving the
service they should give, without congestion of any kind. To me,
this represents as fine a picture of control as I have seen. It is intelligent control.
To bring about inventory control, then, I mention what I believe to be the absolute and necessary requirements thereof :
(a ) A material, stores, or merchandise ledger, or whatever you
want to call it, complete, dependable, up- to- date —a record
on which will be found entries having to do with all material movements and also, and vitally important, all data
which is needed to round out the complete picture with
reference to each item of material or merchandise in stock.
Material records easy to handle; records which at a glance
disclose favorable or unfavorable situations. Records which
may be said to flash particularly important information
automatically. Records so designed and operated that their
use conserves the time of the user.
(b) Intelligent personnel —not for the purpose of posting entries to the material ledger or performing purely mechanical clerical duties —but for the purpose of continuously and carefully studying the material records; with the
ability to grasp the picture quickly, to start instantly such
action as will correct any situation which appears unfavor791
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able. And further, such personnel should be given the authority which should necessarily go with the assumption
of such responsbility.
The happy combination of the right material records with intelligent personnel who posses full authority to assume the specific duty of controlling, will, in my opinion, bring about what
most companies in our country today contend they have but which,
if facts are not brushed wilfully aside, they have not. That is
Inventory Control.
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